Multimedia analysis, processing and retrieval
Multimedia networking and system support
Multimedia tools, end-systems, and applications

FEATUREING
Papers • Technical Demonstrations • Panels • Interactive Art Program
Short papers • Video Demonstrations • Tutorials • Brave New Topics
Workshops • Doctoral Symposium • Open Source Software Competition

IMPORTANT DATES
July 1, 2004 Notification of acceptance for full papers
July 5, 2004 Workshops submission deadline
July 7, 2004 Notification of acceptance for exhibition and short papers
July 15, 2004 Online registration open
July 20, 2004 Camera ready papers due
August 1, 2004 Author registration deadline
September 1, 2004 Early registration deadline
October 10, 2004 Onsite registration open

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
General Program Chairs
Henning Schulzrinne, Columbia University
Nevenka Dimitrova, Philips Research
Angela Sasse, UCL; Sue Moon, KAIST; Rainer Lienhart, Intel
Program Co-Chairs
Yong Rui, Microsoft; Jon Crowcroft, Cambridge University
Frank Nack, CWI Amsterdam
Tutorials Co-Chairs
Chitra Dora, IBM; Tat-Seng Chua, NUS
Michael Vernick, Avaya; Jim Griffioen, U Kentucky
Video Program Chair
Alejandro Jaimes, Fuji Xerox; Pamela Jennings, CMU
Technical Demos Chairs
Hari Sundaram, ASU; Pal Halvorsen, U Oslo
Workshop Chairs
Susanne Boll, U Oldenburg
Interactive Art Program Chairs
Svetha Venkatesh, Curtin U; Brian Bailey, U Illinois U-C
Doctoral Symposium Chairs
Lynn Wilcox, FX Pat; Dick Butlerman, CWI Amsterdam
Panel Chair
Ketan Mayer-Patel, UNC Chapel Hill; Roger Zimmerman, USC
Poster Chairs
Angela Sasse, UCL, UK
Brave New Topics Chairs
Committee for Systems Track Chair
Committee for Content Processing Track Chair
Committee for Applications Track Chair

TECHNICAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Sue Moon, KAIST, Korea
Rainer Lienhart, Intel, USA
Angela Sasse, UCL, UK

For more information, visit: http://www.mm2004.org